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Abstract 
We prove that, under MA+XH, if X is a compact, separable space, then every subspace Y of 
C,(X) with Y” Lindeliif for all n E N has countable network. 
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All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be Tychonoff (= completely 
regular Hausdorff). The symbol C,(X, IF!*) denotes the space of all continuous Iw”- 
valued functions on X; C,(X) stands for C, (X, Iw) [ 21. We keep to notation and 
terminology as in [ $21; in particular, w(X) and nw(X) are the weight and the network 
weight of a space X. The closure of a set A in a space X is denoted by Cl(A) (it 
is always clear in what space the closure is taken). We always denote by ,yn the 
characteristic function of a point x in a space X (that is, xx(x) = 1 and xx(y) = 0 
whenever x # y) ; clearly, xx is continuous if and only if x is an isolated point. 
Given a point x E X and a function f = (f~,...,f~) E C,(X)“, we write f(x) 
for (h(x),... , fn (x) ) (thus using a natural homeomorphism between C, (X, IF’) and 
C,(X)“). 
It is well known [ 10,l l] that all finite powers of X are hereditarily separable if 
and only if all finite powers of C,(X) are hereditarily Lindelbf. On the other hand, if 
X is separable and C,(X) is a LindelGf Z-space, then X has countable network [2]. 
Probably, this led Arhangel’skii to posing the question [ 21: Suppose X is a separable 
compact space and C, (X) is Lindek$ Must X be hereditarily separable? 
Arhangel’skii and Uspenskii proved in [ 31 that if X is a dyadic compact space, then 
every Lindelijf subspace of C,(X) has countable network. Sipacheva showed in [ 81 
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that the same is true if X is a separable, linearly ordered compact space. Reznichenko 
proved that under MA+-CH, every separable compact space with Lindelof C,(X) is 
metrizable (see [ 21) . In this paper we show that if X is a separable compact space, and 
Y is a subspace of C,(X) all whose finite powers are Lindeliif, then, under MA++ZH, 
Y has countable network. This would be a generalization of Reznichenko’s theorem, if 
the very likely conjecture C, (X) Lindeltif + C, (X) x C, (X) Lind&f (see [ 21) were 
proven. However, this last conjecture seems to be a very difficult problem. 
Thus, the main theorem in this paper is 
Theorem 1 (MAf4ZH). Suppose X is a separable, compact space, and Y is a sub- 
space of C, (X) such that Yn is Lindelbyfor any n E N. Then Y has countable network. 
Let us recall some definitions and facts that can be found, for example, in [ 21. 
Given a continuous mapping p : X + Y, the dual mapping p* : C,(Y) + C,(X) is 
defined by p* (f) = fop for all f E C,(Y) . The dual mapping p* is always continuous; 
it is an embedding if and only if p is onto, and it is a closed embedding if p is quotient 
(automatically, if X is compact). 
If Y is a subspace of C,(X), then the rejection mapping q5xr : X --t C,(Y) is 
defined by 43~~ (x)(y) = y(x) for all x E X and y E Y. The reflection mapping is 
always continuous, and is an embedding if and only if Y generates the topology of X, 
that is, if the sets of the form y-‘(U) where y E Y and U is an open set in Iw form 
a subbase for the topology of X. In the general case, the topology of #QY( X) may be 
described as follows: call two points x1 and xp of X equivalent if y(xt ) = Y(Q) for all 
y in Y. Let X1 be the set of all equivalence classes, and m : X --f X1 the natural mapping. 
Now for any y E Y, there is a function y’ : X1 + R such that y = y’ o rr; equip X1 with 
the weakest topology that makes all y’ with y E Y continuous. The ensuing space X1 
is homeomorphic to &i~ (X). Note that #& embeds C, (Xl) in C,(X); in particular, 
the subspace { y’: y E Y } (that is, (@&) -’ (Y) ) of C, (Xi ) is homeomorphic to Y and 
generates the topology of X1. Another description of &y(X) is that it is the image of 
X under the diagonal mapping A{ y: y E Y } : X + Ry. 
We will need a generalization of the reflection mapping as follows. Suppose Y is 
a subset of C,(X)” for some IZ. There is an obvious natural linear homeomorphism 
between C,(X)” and C,(X, R”), so we may assume Y c C,(X, IP). Now define the 
reflection mapping &y : X -+ C,(Y)” = C,(YlF!“) by putting &y(x)(f) = f(x) 
for all f E Y. It is easy to check that the image X1 of X under this mapping is 
homeomorphic to the image of X under the reflection mapping &r, where y0 is the 
union of the projections of Y on the factors of C,(X) ‘, and that Y is homeomorphic 
to the subspace Y’ = {y’: y E Y} of C,(Xt, IV’) where y’ : X1 -+ IP is defined by 
y = y’ o 4x%. Furthermore, we may consider the dual mapping 42, : C, (Xl, IV) + 
C, (X, IP) , defined by +$y (f) = f o r$xy for all f E C, (Xl, IV) ; this mapping is 
an embedding, and is closed if &y : X + &y(X) is quotient (automatically, if X is 
compact). Indeed, &Y : X + 4xy (X) is homeomorphic to &x, : X ---) 4x$ (X) , so 
+& is homeomorphic to ( +iy, )n, and &Y, is a closed embedding of C, (Xl ) + C, (X) . 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let us start with the observation that the statement of the theorem 
is equivalent to the following. 
(*) (MA+-CH) Let X be a compact space that has a dense, countable, discrete 
subspace, and Y be a subspace of C, (X) that generates the topology of X, such 
that all finite powers of Y are Lindelbf. Then every discrete subspace of X is 
countable. 
Suppose X is a separable, compact space, and Y is a subspace of C, (X) whose all finite 
powers are Lindelof, but which does not have countable network. 
Let us first make Y to generate the topology of X. Consider the reflection mapping 
4XY : X 3 Cp( Y) and put X1 = @xy (X). Then X1 is a separable, compact space. The 
dual mapping 4& : C, (Xt ) --+ C,(X) is an embedding, so Yt = (&&)-l(Y) is a 
subspace of C, (Xl ) homeomorphic to Y, obviously, Yt generates the topology of X1. 
Now let M be a countable dense set in X, let A (X1 ) = X1 U Xi” be the Alexandroff 
double of Xt [4] where Xl’ is a discrete copy of Xl. Let Y : A( XI) -+ X1 be the 
natural retraction; put X2 = X1 U Y-’ (M) c A( Xl). The space X2 is compact, and 
H = r- l(M) \ X1 is a countable, dense, discrete set in X2. For each m E M, put 
{md} = r-l(m) \ {m}. It is easy to check that xd E C, (X2), and every neighborhood 
of the zero function 0 in C, (X2) contains all but finitely many x,,,d. It follows that 
A = WJ{xm d: m E M } is a compact subset of C, (X2) (in fact, a convergent 
sequence). Furthermore, the dual mapping Y* : C, (Xl) + C, (X2) is an embedding. 
Put y2 = Y* (Yt ) U A; then fi is Lindelijf in all finite powers, generates the topology of 
X2, and has no countable network (because I* (Yt ) is homeomorphic to 5 ) . 
Note that X2 cannot be metrizable, because otherwise the network weight of C, (X2), 
hence of YJ would be countable [ 21. Put X3 = X2 x X2 and let pt , p2 : X3 -+ X2 be the 
projections. Then X3 is a compact space that has a countable, discrete dense subspace. 
The space X2 is nonmetrizable, so the diagonal of X3 is not a Ga-set, so X3 is not 
perfectly normal. By Szentmikloszy’s theorem [9], MA+-CH implies the existence 
of an uncountable discrete subspace of X3. Put Ys = pT (Yz) U pi (Y2). Then Y3 is a 
subspace of C, (X3) that is Lindelof in all finite powers and generates the topology of 
X3. Since p; : ($(X2) --f C, (X3) is an embedding, p; (Yz) is homeomorphic to Yz, 
so Ys has no countable network. Renotating X3 to X and Ys to Y, we get (the negation 
of) (*) . Note that Y separates points and closed sets in X (that is, for any x E X and 
closed set F E X with x $! F there are functions yt , . . . , yk in Y and E > 0 such that 
Fn{x’:lyl(x’)-yl(x)I <E,... , I&(X’) - yk( x) 1 < E } = 0). This follows easily from 
the fact that Y generates the topology of X. 
For each n E N, fix a countable base & for IW, and put V,, = { (U, V) E B,, x 
&: Cl(U) c V}. Suppose X and Y are as in (*), and there is an uncountable dis- 
crete subspace Z in X. For each z E Z, fix n, E N, (U,, V,) E V,,, and functions 
ff,...,f,“, EY so that 
(fiz(Z>,f2z(Z),...,f~~(Z)) E uz9 
~f~~zl>~f~z(zl~~...~f,z,~zl>> @-WV,) 
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whenever z1 E Z and zi # z. 
By a standard uncountability argument, there is a subset D of Z with 1 DI = WI such 
that all n2, are equal to the same II, all U, to the same U and all Vz to the same V for 
all z E D. Thus, for all z E D, 
(ff(z>>f;(Z),. . . ,f:(z>> E u, 
whenever z1 E D and z1 # z. 
Of course, we may assume without loss of generality that D contains no points that 
are isolated in X. 
PutfZ=(f,Z,...,f;)EYnandS={fZ:zED}. 
Claim. S is a discrete F,s-set in Y”. 
Proof. Fix a z E D and consider the mapping z^ : Y” + JR” defined by z^ ( f) = f( z ) . 
Clearly, z^ is continuous. Furthermore, by the choice of D, 2-l (U) n S = {f”}, so S is 
discrete. 
To see that S is an F,s-set, let s’ = Cl(S) \ S be the set of all limit points of S in 
C, (X)n. Note that by the compactness of X, C,(X) is monolythic (see [ 2]), so the 
network weight of Cl(S) is equal to ~1. 
Put so = Cl (s u { xm: m E M}n) where M is the dense, countable, discrete subset of 
X, and let 4 = +4x s,, : X -+ C, (So, IV) be the reflection mapping and X1 = d(X). By 
the monolythicity of C,(X), the network weight of Se is equal to 01; therefore we have 
nw(C,(So,lV)) = 01, and w(X) = nw(X1) < WI. The dual mapping 4* : C,(XI>~ -+ 
C, (X) n embeds C, (X1 )’ as a closed subspace; obviously, S C +* (C, (X1 )“) . It follows 
that D1 = 4(D) is a discrete subspace of X1 (because the functions in S separate each 
point of D from its complement in D), and Ml = 4(M) is a dense discrete set in X1 
disjoint with Dl. Therefore, F = Cl( 01) is a closed, nowhere dense set in Xl. Now 
apply the following lemma of Reznichenko (see [2] ). 
Lemma 2 (MA+CH) . If X is a compact space of weight ~1, M is a dense countable 
set in X, and F is a closed, nowhere dense set in X, then there is a countable subset L 
of M whose set of limit points is equal to F. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Let L = {xi: i E N} be a subset of Mi such that D1 
is the set of all limit points for L. Let us now check 
s’=Cl(S)n{f~~*(C~(Xr)‘):thereisanm~Nsuchthat 
w-Yfm4 E Et” \WU) 
forallk>m}. 
Indeed, if f is a function in Cl(S) \ S and za E D, then fz ( ZO) E Rn \ Cl(V) for all 
z E D, z # ZO. It follows that f(zo) is in IR” \ V. Hence (4*)-‘(f)(d) E B” \ V for 
all d E Cl(Dt), and (#J*)-‘(f)(Cl(D)) c Iw”\Cl(U). Since D1 is the set of all limit 
points of L, L U D1 is compact and f (xi) E JE’ \ Cl(U) for all but finitely many i, so 
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there is an m E N such that (+*)-l(f) (x:k) E Iw” \ Cl(U) for all k > m. Conversely, 
if f is in S=Cl(S) \ S’, then f = f" for some z E D, so f(z) E ?I; since 4(z) is a 
limit point for L, we have (4* > -’ ( f) (xi) E U for infinitely many xi. 
ThUS, 
For functions in 4* (C, (Xt ) ) , the condition (4* ) -’ ( f) (xk) E R” \Cl( U) is equivalent 
to f(ti) E EP\Cl(U) where {ti}=4-‘(~i), so the sets in the right side are open. It 
follows that S’ is a Gsc+-set in Cl(S), whence S = Cl(S) \ S’ is an FVa-set. 
To end the proof, we need to use the following three assertions. Denote P = PIN. 
Lemma 3. If X is a space, and S is an F,s-set in X, then there is a closed subset H in 
X x P whose image under the projection X x P --+ X is S. 
This lemma is probably known, but I failed to find a reference. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let S = nkEw UrnEN Fk,,, where Fkm are closed sets in X. Consider 
thesubsetH={(x;nt ,..., ns ,... ):xEX,nl,..., n, ,... EN,xEF,~forallsEN} 
of X x P. Clearly, the natural projection X x P -+ X maps H onto S. Thus, to prove the 
lemma it suffices to check that H is closed in X x P. 
Let p = (x0; ml, . . . , mk, . . .) be a point in (X x P) \ H. Then for some t E N, xa is 
not in Ftnt,. The set { (x; n1 , . . . , nk, . . .) : x E X \ Ft,, , nt = m, } is then a neighborhood 
of p disjoint with H. 0 
Lemma 4 (MA+CH) . Zf X is a Lindeltif space, then every closed discrete set in 
X x P is countable. 
This was observed by Alster [l] ; it follows immediately from the fact that under 
MA++ZH, every set of cardinality wt in P is contained in a cT-compact set (thus, only 
01 < b is in fact required). 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Now, S is an F,s-set in C,(X), so by Lemma 3, it 
is a continuous image of a closed subspace of C,(X) x P. By Lemma 4, C,(X) x P 
has no uncountable closed discrete subspaces, and so does S. But S is an uncountable 
discrete space, a contradiction. 0 
The following assertion is a reformulation of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 5 (MA+yCH) . Let Y be a space whose all jinite powers are Lindel6f, and 
X a separable, compact subspace of C,, (Y). Then X is metrizable. 
Proof. Let #~fl : Y + C, (X) be the reflection mapping; then Yt = 4~ (Y) is a subspace 
of C, (X) that generates the topology of X, and all whose finite powers are Lindelof. 
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By Theorem 1, fi has countable network. The reflection mapping &r, : X -+ C, (Yt ) 
embeds X in C, (Yt ) ; C, (Yr ) has countable network, so X is metrizable. 0 
As shown in [ 21, if X is a a-compact space, then C,(X) is homeomorphic to a 
subspace of C, (K) for some compact space K. In [ 61 it is shown that under MA, there 
is a separable, a-compact space X without a countable network, such that C, (X) @ is 
Lindelof. We now easily get the following assertion. 
Theorem 6 (MA++ZH) . There is a separable, cT-compact space X such that C,(X) 
is not homeomolphic to a subspace of C, (K) f or any separable, compact space K. 
Remark. Theorems 5 and 6 are not valid without MA+lCH, even in a much weakened 
form. In [7], an example of a scattered, separable compact space X is constructed 
under CH so that X has an uncountable discrete subspace, and all finite powers of 
Y = qdx{o,l}) are Lindelof. Clearly, Y is a subspace of C,(X) that separates 
points of X; the network weight of Y is uncountable, because the reflection mapping 
&Y : X ---f C, (Y) is an embedding, so if Y had countable net, so would C, (Y), and X 
would be metrizable. 
Question. Can MA+lCH be dropped in Theorem 6? 
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